OVERVIEW

Reporting and analysing your consultation outcomes is an essential component of closing the loop with your community. It is also a critical practice in order to make informed decisions based on your consultation data and insights.

Our EngagementIQ Custom Project Dashboards take your project data and transform them into unique and embeddable interactive reports that can be used for detailed project analysis, to support transparency in decision making and to advance your digital engagement practice.

Custom reports take the inputs from each engagement tool used in your consultation and transform them into an interactive dashboard to help project teams and the community visualise your engagement. These dashboards provide key visual insights into your project, including:

- Who participated – such as age, gender, location and relationship.
- What was said – key themes based on text analysis, sentiment, most interacted with comments
- Recommendations – what is the data telling us?

Use custom dashboards at the end of your consultation and embed them directly into your EngagementHQ project pages. This service allows you to keep all of your consultation history and outcomes in one place and strengthens relationships with your community.

WHO'S IT FOR?

Custom Project Dashboards are designed for organisations using EngagementHQ who want to transform their project data and into interactive visuals to help with data analysis, communicate project outcomes, and build trust and transparency with their community.

HOW IT WORKS

Work closely with our centralised EngagementIQ data team to plan out your custom project dashboard. We will advise you on a preferred approach and work with you to determine the best way to visualise the data you have collected. All custom project dashboards include rigorous testing and quality assurance processes before being published live.

COST

- POA

WHAT YOU GET

- Dashboard scoping session
- Development of embeddable or private custom project dashboard using EngagementHQ data
- Quality assurance and testing

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS

- Sentiment analysis
- Comment tagging